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Abstract: Social insurance frameworks utilize a therapeutic content mining which have been progressively encouraging 
wellbeing condition checking and infection displaying. Framework takes a shot at the Personal Health Information (PHI) 
of the client. what's more, examination, which can barely manage the cost of the dynamic wellbeing condition change. 
Medicinal services framework concede clients access to scope of wellbeing data and restorative information. Advantage 
of the framework is all the data about ailment, safety measures and medicinal services are store at one place. Shockingly, 
appointing both capacity and calculation to the untreated substance would bring a progression of security and protection 
issues. One of the dubious issues for PHI is the manner by which the innovation could compromise the security of patient 
wellbeing data. The proposed framework concentrated on fine-grained security saving static restorative content access. 
In proposed framework I essentially made the database of 150 to 200 ailments with their safeguard proposals. Framework 
will yield the following profoundly likely sickness by narrowing down the quantity of infections from the rundown of 
maladies as per the related side effects either entered by the clients or caught by the diverse sensors hubs. This framework 
can likewise be utilized as Cloud server by concentrating the Data Base utilized in this framework. Distributed computing 
is latest propelled rising advancement that gives each sort of administration to its clients. It is commonly founded on "pay 
per utilization" approach that gives a massive Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and 
Software as a Service (SaaS) demonstrate that through and through shape a cloud. The info parameters are server limits, 
server loads, limit of server records. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Progressing in medical concern such as the aging population in developed countries and the skyrocketing cost of healthcare have 
told the emergence of technology-driven improvements of present healthcare practice. For instance, recent advances in electronics 
have enabled the progress of bio-medical sensors that can be worn or put in the human body. These sensors have the capability 
to gathered important data about the body’s health condition and thus facilitating the introduction of various types of networks 
among which are Wireless Body Area Networks (WBANs). WBANs are networks of nodes with the capability of original time 
monitoring of patient’s vital signs such as pulse rate, body temperature, blood pressure, and etc. The information gathered is 
wirelessly relayed to the physician or caregiver in a timely fashion. Essentially, the data gathered by the sensors is sent to an 
external server for analysis and storage. As it turns out, using a wired connection for this issue will be cumbersome and will 
involve high deployment and maintenance cost. While the use of a wireless interface permit an easier application and is additional 
cost efficient [1]. With the current traditional medical care system, there are limitations in diseases diagnosis in addition to 
difficulties experienced in previous detection of diseases and long term patients monitoring. WBANs constitute an powerful and 
efficient result to the formerly mentioned issues [2]. WBAN can monitor single or multiple vital signs at the same time and can 
include implantable or wearable bio-sensors. The data transmission in WBANs can include ZigBee, Bluetooth, and Wi-Fi. Data 
access points in a WBAN where the data is gathered, save or displayed can include laptop computers, smart phones and personal 
digital assistants etc. 
 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Basically, here we can say that the medical diagnosis process can be interpreted as a decision making process, throughout which 
the physician induces the analysis of a new &unknown case from an available set of medical data  from her/his clinical experience. 
At the University of Calabria in Italy, the medical decision making process has been computerized, Physicians at the Cosenza 
General Hospital currently are using the diagnostic decision support system to help them with the timely identification of breast 
Cancer in patients through The application of a well-defined set of classification data. Dr.MirnmoConforti presented the system 
in Year 1999 & he explained the architecture from this particular point of view emphasizing the powerful efficiency and 
effectiveness of Mathematical Programming approaches as the basic tools for the design of the or Computer Aided Medical 
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Diagnosis system. MimmoCnnforti addresses our attention to previous detection of cancer on the basis of minimum amount of 
clinical information [3]. 

Hubert Kordylewski[5], Daniel Graupe[6] in 2001 describes the application & principal of a large memory storage and retrieval 
(LAMSTAR) neural network. The LAMSTAR was specifically useful for application to problems having very large memory that 
contains various different categories or attributes, like where some of the data is exact while other data are fuzzy and where, for 
a given problem, there may be some data categories are totally missing. The LAMSTAR network is fast, speedy and can 
shrink/grow in dimensionality without any reprogramming. LAMESTER network is a self-organized also having features of 
forgetting and of interpolation & extrapolation, thus being able to handle map (SOM) with link weight between two neurons of 
this SOM module. The network partial data sets. Applications of the network to 3 specific medical diagnosis problems are 
described: two from nephrology and one related to an emergency-room drug identification problem. 

DejanDinevski, Peter Kokol, GregorStiglic, Petra Povalej [7] elaborates the use of self-organization to combine different specialist 
opinions generated by different intelligent classifier systems with a purpose to raise the classification accuracy. Early and accurate 
diagnosing of various diseases has proved to be of vital importance in many health care processes. In recent years intelligent 
systems have been often used for decision support & classification in many scientific and engineering disciplines including health 
care. However, in many cases the proposed treatment or the prediction or diagnose can vary from one intelligent system to another 
system similar to the real world where various specialists may have different opinions. The main aim here is to imitate this 
situation in the manner to combine different opinions generated by diverse intelligent systems using the self-organizing abilities 
of cellular automata because most ensembles are construct using definite machine learning method or a combination of that 
method, but the drawback being this is that the selection of the appropriate method or the combination of that method for a specific 
issue must be made by the user. So, to overcome this issue an ensemble of classifiers is constructed by a self-organizing system 
applying cellular automata (CA). 
 

III. PROPOSED WORK 
Wireless Body Area Network 
WBAN is an innovation that is extremely useful in observing the wellbeing conditions beat the wired line constraints of customary 
signs from the body[1]. As it is played in Fig.1, WBAN can be considered as a sensor arrange utilized for individual issue. This 
system is in cross breed frame which is shaped by utilizing a gathering of sensor hubs that utilizes remote transmissions for 
sending the information which they gather from the body sensors. The hubs which are found in WBAN have especially higher 
velocities and they are influenced by frequently happening topological changes. The topology of WBAN is like topology of 
MANETs, yet they are having a development that depends on the gatherings, when contrasted with that of hub based development. 
Additionally unwavering quality turns into a troublesome undertaking because of the power and versatility issues which is caused 
by continuous changes in system topology. In expense of the current writing works of WBAN the security and unwavering quality 
are taken care of separately. The hub detecting the information needs to transmit the information to BAN organizer, it either sends 
straightforwardly or through transfer hub dependent on its battery power and SNR[1]. 

 

 

Fig 1 Wireless Body Area Network 

Proposed System 

Improvements in microcircuits and medicinal field are to help in long haul wellbeing observing. These sensors are battery 
bolstered and are little gadgets which are sent along the assortment of human [1]. The gathered information from the sensors is 
sent to an information center point by utilizing remote channels. The sink might be gadget which may convenient (PDA) or a 
PDA. The gadget which gathers all the fundamental information sends it to a wellbeing organization utilizing a cell or remote 
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system or web and so forth. This advances the continuous data which is gathered from the sensors to the human who are pros in 
that, by utilizing this information they can convey the expected treatment to the patients who are under the checking in brief 
timeframe. WBANs are effective, it intends to help in observing individuals who are experiencing novel illnesses and issues 
which are unending or the individuals who are working and living in unfriendly condition conditions or a long way from parental 
figures. In a spatial locale WBANs are conveyed (around the group of individual) rather than single bounce correspondence they 
will in general pursue multi-jump correspondence as their primary correspondence design. Past research states [2] that since the 
assortment of human will have much physical assimilation, the directs in WBAN will experience higher way misfortune when 
the equivalent are contrasted and the WBAN organize which sent in free space. In WBANs utilizing of high power RF along the 
human body isn't prescribed as the RF waves can create some warmth which may make harm body tissue. For deciding the 
required transmission control for every single remote connection for which we utilize dynamic power task [3]. In the arrangement 
the data of transmission control utilized by the sender to transmit the bundle exists. By estimating the got flag quality at the 
beneficiary the choice is taken if intensity of transmissions is pretty much, or is educated to the customer for modifying the 
intensity of transmissions relying upon the perceptions done, which will enhance the confiding in capacity of the correspondence. 
Specialists for the most part point on effective directing calculation, which helps in formation of conveying the information [4]. 

Typically experienced specialists group maladies dependent on the distinctive determination [2] technique. This includes 
narrowing down the maladies to the root ailment out of the rundown of illnesses which demonstrates comparative side effects. 
This is finished utilizing their insight and experience, and it is then affirmed by performing different tests. Particularly in some 
zone, the issue of absence of prepared and experienced specialists prompts escalation of this issue [3]. So we are endeavoring to 
construct this procedure of differential conclusion to make this somewhat extreme errand a ton simple. The framework, utilizing 
different procedures referenced, will in contort show the root sickness alongside the arrangement of in all likelihood infections 
which have comparable side effects. This framework will give the rundown of illnesses that the patient has most extreme or 
greater likelihood of experiencing. This, thus, will prescribe explicit tests comparing to maladies in the rundown, accordingly 
decreasing the quantity of non-considerable tests and along these lines bringing about sparing time and cash for both the specialist 
and the patient [14]. 

System Design 
Framework configuration is the procedure or specialty of characterizing the engineering, segments, modules, interfaces, and 
information for a framework to fulfill determined necessities. One could consider it to be the use of frameworks hypothesis to 
item advancement. There is some cover and cooperative energy with the controls of frameworks investigation, frameworks design 
and frameworks building.  
 
System Architecture 
The Fig. 2 will fills in as the client of the framework enter the info side effects to the framework and their dimension of events or 
gravity at that point bunched the entered information by giving the angular separation by playing out the subtraction of 
manifestation load from the clients indications load to the master side effects weight. the nearest remove considered the following 
very likely malady, at that point framework give the solution and Google information identified with specific infection and regular 
checkup through mail. 

 
 

Fig. 2 System architecture block diagram 
 
Data Flow Diagram 
The DFD is a basic graphical structure that can be utilized to framework portrayal as far as information to the framework, different 
preparing completed on this information, and the yield information is produced by this framework. The information stream graph 
(DFD) is a standout amongst the most essential displaying apparatuses. It is utilized to display the framework segments. Those 
parts are the procedure the framework; this procedure utilized the information, an outside substance that participate with the 
framework and the streams of data in the framework.  
DFD indicates method for the data moves amid the procedure of framework and it is adjusted by a changes arrangement. It is a 
graphical strategy which speaks to data stream and the changes to apply as information moves from contribution to yield. 
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Fig. 3Data flow diagram 
UML Diagram 
UML represents Unified Modeling Language. UML is an institutionalized broadly useful demonstrating dialect in the field of 
question arranged programming building. The standard is overseen, and was made by, the Object Management Group. The 
objective is for UML to end up a typical dialect for making models of question situated PC programming. In its present shape 
UML is included two noteworthy segments: a Meta-display and a documentation. Later on, some type of technique or process 
may likewise be added to; or related with, UML. The Unified Modeling Language is a standard dialect for indicating, Visualization, 
Constructing and recording the antiques of programming framework, and additionally for business demonstrating and other non-
programming frameworks. The UML speaks to an accumulation of best building practices that have demonstrated fruitful in the 
displaying of extensive and complex frameworks. The UML is a critical piece of creating objects situated programming and the 
product advancement process. The UML utilizes for the most part graphical documentations to express the plan of programming 
ventures. 
 
Use case Diagram 
An utilization case graph at its least complex is a portrayal of a client's association with the framework and delineating the details 
of utilization case. An utilization case chart can depict the diverse sorts of clients of a framework and the different ways that they 
communicate with the framework. Use case graphs portray the connection of any parson or outside gadget with the framework 
which is under plan process. Use cases are frequently created in coordinated efforts between programming designer and different 
clients of the proposed framework. The principle motivation behind the utilization case graph is to assist creating groups with 
visualizing the utilitarian prerequisites of the framework. Use case chart demonstrates the connection between performing artists 
and use cases. It comprises of two components: Use cases Actor The performing artist portrays the interfacing individual or a 
thing. The utilization case portrays the explicit communication of a performing artist. The reason for use case graph is to catch 
the dynamic part of a framework. Be that as it may, this definition is too nonexclusive to even think about describing the reason. 
Since other 4 graphs (movement, succession, joint effort and State diagram) are likewise having the comparative reason. So it 
will investigate some explicit reason which will recognize it from other 4 outlines. Use case graphs are utilized to accumulate the 
prerequisites of a framework including inward and outer impacts. These prerequisites are for the most part structure necessities. 

 
Fig. 4 Use case Diagram 
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Class Diagram 
The class chart is a static graph. It's speaks to the static perspective of an application. Class chart isn't utilized for picturing, 
portraying and reporting diverse parts of a framework yet additionally to develop executable code of the product application. The 
class chart portrays the properties and activities of a class and additionally the limitations forced on the framework. The class 
graphs are generally utilized in the demonstrating of protest situated frameworks since they are the main UML outlines which can 
be mapped specifically with question arranged dialects. The class chart demonstrates a gathering of classes, interfaces, affiliations, 
collaborations& requirements. It is otherwise called a basic chart. 
 

 
 

Fig.  5 Class Diagram 
 

Activity Diagram 
Action charts are graphical portrayals of work processes of stepwise exercises and activities with help for decision, cycle and 
simultaneousness. In the Unified Modeling Language, movement outlines can be utilized to portray the Business and operational 
well ordered work processes of parts in framework. An action graph demonstrates the general stream of control. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6 Activity Diagram 
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Sequence Diagram 
A grouping outline in Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a sort of association chart that indicate how forms work with each 
other and in what arrange. It is a develop of a Message Sequence Chart. Succession charts are at times called occasion graphs, 
occasion situations, and timing outlines. The Sequence Diagram models the coordinated effort of items dependent on a period 
grouping. It demonstrates how the items connect with one another's in a specific situation of an utilization case. With the 
progressed visual displaying capacity, you can likewise make complex arrangement graph in few ticks. Also, Visual Paradigm 
can produce arrangement outline from the stream of occasions which you have characterized in the utilization case depictions. A 
grouping graph demonstrates question connections masterminded in time succession. It portrays the items and classes engaged 
with the situation and the grouping of messages traded between the articles expected to do the usefulness of the situation. 
Arrangement charts are ordinarily connected with use case acknowledge in the Logical View of the framework under 
advancements. A succession chart appears, as parallel vertical lines (life savers) distinctive procedures or articles that live at the 
same time, and as even bolts, the messages traded between them, in the request in which they happen. This permits the 
determination of straightforward runtime situations in a graphical way. The reasons for communication charts are to picture the 
intelligent conduct of the framework. Presently envisioning collaboration is a hard assignment. So the outcome is to utilize diverse 
kinds of models to catch the distinctive parts of the cooperation. That is the reason the arrangement and coordinated effort outlines 
are utilized to catch dynamic nature however from an alternate point. So the purposes of interaction diagram can be describes as: 

 To capture dynamic behaviour of a system. 
 To describe the message flow in the system. 
 To describe structural organization of the objects. 
 To describe interaction among objects. 

 
 

Fig. 7 Sequence Diagram 
 

 
Component Diagram 
Part outlines are utilized to display physical viewpoint so framework likes voice, voice preparing System, Database server and so 
forth. Thus, part graphs are utilized to envision the associations and connections among segments in a plan. These Diagrams are 
likewise used to make executable frameworks. 
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Fig. 8 Component Diagram 
 
Input Design 
The information configuration is the connection between the data framework and the client. It contains the creating detail and 
techniques for information arrangement and those means are important to put exchange information in to usable shape for handling 
can be accomplished by examining the PC to peruse information from a composed or printed report or it can happen by having 
individuals entering the information straightforwardly into the framework. The structure of info centers around controlling the 
measure of information required, controlling the mistakes, issue, dodging delay, maintaining a strategic distance from additional 
means and keeping the procedure basic. The info is structured in such a path along these lines, to the point that it furnishes security 
and convenience with holding the protection. Input Design considered the following things given as below: 

 What data should be given as input? 
 How the data should be arranged or coded? 
 The dialog to guide the operating personnel in providing input. 
 Methods for preparing input validations and steps to follow when error occur. 

Objectives 

 To diagnose correct disease. 
 To assist doctors for various diseases associated with symptoms i.e to be a home assistant. 
 To assist Medical students working as in pathological labs and to help nurses, nursing student. 
 To help military in battle field. 

Output Design 

A quality output is one, which meets the requirements of the end user and presents the information clearly. In any system results 
of processing are communicated to the users & to other system through outputs. In output design it is determined how the 
information is to be displaced for immediate need & also the hard copy output. It is the most important and direct source 
information to the user.  

1. Designing computer output should proceed in an organized, well thought out manner; the right output must be developed 
while ensuring that each output element is design so that people will find the system can use easily and effectively and really. 
When analysis designs computer output, they should identify the specific output that is needed to meet the requirement. 

2. Select methods for presenting information’s. 
3. Create document, report, or other formats that contain information produced by the system. 

The output form of an information system should accomplish one or more of the following objectives. 

 Convey information about past activities, current status or projections of the Future. 
 Signal important events, opportunities, problems, or warnings. 
 Trigger an action. 
 Confirm an action 
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IV. RESULT 

In this system disease prediction performed on data base of symptoms either manually entered by the users or captured by the 
sensors, it detects the next highly probable disease. Body Area Network without using clustering & Body Area Network with 
using clustering, both types of Systems are used for health condition monitoring and timely treatment of patients suffer from 
chronic disease. The following Table-1 shows the effective experimental result of the proposed system comparing to the existing 
system considering the parameters Disease prediction, Detection Accuracy &Time. Clustering is more important in disease 
prediction as well as data transformation in the network from one node to another node with power efficiency. 

Table 1: Experimental Result 
Parameters Existing System Proposed (used) System 

Accuracy  30% 80% 
Disease prediction rate 

20% 80% 
Clustering on Database with 
sensor symptoms  0% 80% 
Time for 1000 samples in ms 

6.22 4.89 
 
Graphical Representation 
The statistical data can be represented graphically here. In fact, the graphical representation of statistical data is an essential step 
during statistical analysis. So here we have used bar graph for showing graphical representation. As shown below 
 

 
Fig. 9: Result Analysis 

The Fig. 9 shows the graphical representation of the table 1 for showing the comparison between the BAN using clustering & 
existing system, considering the parameters Disease prediction, clustering on data base, Accuracy & Time in between proposed 
system & existing system. 

Result Analysis 
Analysis of the parameters based on SF K- Means clustering technique &other clustering framework 
The experiments were conducted for Similarity based Fuzzy & K- means Clustering (SF K-means Clustering) technique & other 
clustering  frame work with existing system. 

Disease Prediction Rate 
In the following table  we have taken the 10 input and perform the disease prediction we have get the result as 8 diseases 
approximate accuracy out of 10 input so we can conclude that our proposed system accuracy is roughly 80%.  
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Table 2 Tabulation of Real time Disease Prediction Rate 

Sr  
No. Symptom Gravity Weight Disease Name Accuracy  

1 Latrine 
Extreme & 
unacceptable 

90 Diarrhea  

2 Vomiting 
Extreme & 
unacceptable 

90 Diarrhea  

3 coughing and sneezing Strong High 60 Whooping cough  
4 Ankle Pain Medium 40 Autoimmune × 

5 Temperature 
Extreme & 
unacceptable 

90 Fever  

6 
Difficulty in breathing, 
wheezing, and cough. 

Strong High 60 Asthma  

7 Vomiting Strong High 60 Typhoid × 
8 Headache Extreme 70 Migraines

  

9 
Tingling, itching and burning 
sensations 

Extreme 70 cold sores  

10 Blood Pressure 
Extreme & 
unacceptable 

90 BP  

 

 

Fig. 10: Result Analysis of disease prediction 

Disease prediction rate measures the rate of disease being predicted correctly without any assumption. The Disease Prediction 
Rate known as (DPR) is the ratio of successful prediction of disease to the total number of patients & is given as below here. It 
is measured in terms of percentage (%). 

Disease Prediction Rate (% ) =      Successful prediction of  Disease 

                                                      Total Number of samples predicted 

From above Equation, disease prediction rate is obtained successfully. Here, the number of patients ranging from 1000 to 1900 
was considered for experimental setting. 

Table 3 Tabulation of Disease Prediction Rate 

 

Number of 
Samples 

considered (n) 

Disease Prediction Rate (%) 

Proposed SF K-
means 

Clustering 

 
Existing ML 

 
Existing 
BRE-KL 

 
Existing 
PPM-VA 

 
Existing 

PE-SSTD 

1000 68.75 24.36 26.34 27.12 29.45 

1150 69.45 25.97 27.56 29.12 31.36 

1300 72.38 27.12 28.56 31.98 33.45 

1450 74.39 29.37 31.72 33.45 35.64 

1600 76.98 31.23 33.33 35.61 38.24 

1750 77.95 32.67 35.61 36.72 41.12 

1900 79.12 33.98 36.71 37.48 43.28 
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Execution Time 
The Execution time using SF K-means Clustering refers to the time taken to correctly identify the disease prediction rate. It is 
defined as the difference between start time & end time of the diseases prediction based on the number of samples considered. 
It is measured in terms of millisecond (ms) & mathematically formulated as follows. 

Execution time (ms) =Number of samples× (Diseases prediction Endtime— Diseases prediction Starttime) 
 

Table 4 Tabulation for Execution time 

 

Number of 
Samples 

considered (n) 

Execution time(ms) 

Used K-means 
Clustering 

 
Existing ML 

 
Existing 
BRE-KL 

 
Existing 
PPM-VA 

Existing PE- 
SSTD 

1000 4.89 6.22 6.87 7.12 7.22 

1150 5.24 7.87 8.09 8.25 8.87 

1300 6.14 8.44 9.1 9.12 9.43 

1450 6.22 9.56 9.75 10.55 10.87 

1600 6.43 10.32 10.85 11.05 11.54 

1750 6.97 11.57 12.47 12.53 12.74 

1900 7.89 12.42 12.58 12.97 13.1 

In Table 4 here results are reported for various classification methods for Heart Disease Dataset for measuring the execution time. 
It is based on the different number of samples & it ranges from 1000 to 1900. From above table, SF K-means clustering shows 
the less execution time for predicting the diseases from different sample. 

 Clustering Accuracy 
The Clustering Accuracy using SF K-means Clustering is defined or explained as the ratio of number of relevant samples to the 
total number of samples considered. It is measured in terms of percentage (%) & it is explained as follows. 

Clustering Accuracy (%) = No. of relevant samples 

                                            Total no. of samples 
× 100 

Table 5 Tabulation of clustering accuracy 

Number of 
Samples 

considered (n) 

Clustering Accuracy (%) 

Proposed SFK-
means 

Clustering 

 
Existing ML 

 
Existing 
BRE-KL 

 
Existing 
PPM-VA 

 
Existing PE-

SSTD 

1000 78.3 29.23 27.31 25.35 23.13 

1150 79.97 31.59 29.31 26.94 25.64 

1300 82.37 32.68 30.28 27.98 26.12 

1450 84.65 34.65 32.38 29.12 26.98 

1600 87.68 36.89 34.94 30.29 28.91 

1750 89.45 38.49 36.73 32.56 31.28 

1900 91.48 39.76 38.45 34.9 32.38 
 
 

V. CONCLUSION 

A minimal effort Wireless BAN, utilizing off-the-rack equipment was fabricated and effectively tried continuously where 
information was effectively caught and shown on site. The BAN gathered the beat rate, the temperature and the area of the patient. 
The caught information was made accessible through diagramming application programming interface, where information can 
be persistently checked on site. Future improvements to defend the information, including the encryption of the patient 
information is under scrutiny. Right now the BAN is controlled utilizing an either 9V or 5V battery. Later on we intend to 
research utilization of body temperature or the physical development of the patient as intends to deliver control for the BAN. 
The caught information was made accessible through a charting application programming interface, where information can be 
consistently checked on a site. The proposed framework can adequately recognize next very likely infection by applying 
admirably bunching on manifestations and also give the security to the clients old information records, this framework most 
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valuable for ceaseless wellbeing conditions checking yet not able to take a shot at blood tests and malignancies tumor forecast 
this procedure goes under picture preparing, this issues can be settled by applying pertinent picture handling strategies this will 
kept as future work of frameworks further upgrade. 
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